The

Good Food

MACHINE
Activities For Your Kitchen Cart

FoodShare is a non-profit organization that works with
communities and schools to deliver healthy food and food
education. We believe everyone deserves access to aﬀordable
high-quality fresh food. Since 1985, FoodShare has pioneered
innovative programs like the Good Food Box, impacted what
kids eat in school, and improved the way people eat and grow
food across Toronto every day.
Contact Field to Table Schools: ph 416 363 6441
If you need this information in an accessible format, email: brooke@foodshare.net.

In partnership with:

How to use this guide
This collection of hands-on, cooking and tasting activities from our Field
to Table Schools program is designed to accompany and further
animate your Good Food Machine Kitchen Cart.
This toolkit can also be used in collaboration with:
• The Green Bronx Machine guides, accessible soon as part of the Good
Food Machine package, more here: www.greenbronxmachine.org
• Other free-to-download Field to Table Schools lesson plans. Available:
www.http://foodshare.net/program/student/
• FoodShare’s Good Food Machine Workshops For Your Tower Garden
toolkit
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kitchen cart stats
Here’s the facts about your ergonomically designed, heavy duty (but lightweight),
collapsible, mobile classroom kitchen….
Dimensions:
Mobile State: 60”L x 32”D x 40”H
Opened State: 15”L x 29”D x 36”H (with detachable table)
Dry Weight: 275lbs
Electrical Requirements:
Outlet for 15 amp, 120 volts
Features:
• Aluminum case and pull out drawers
• 36” kitchen top work height
• Dual pull-out portable induction cooktop
• Pull-out portable food warmer
• 12” stainless steel sink with marine faucet and full plumbing
• Manual marine foot pump
• Dual 23L water tanks (re-usable water)
• 3 counter top USB/multi outlet charging stations
• Duel 6 outlet interior power bars wired to plug-in flanged inlet
• Large kitchen top ¼” high density polyethylene - USDA NSF approved cutting surface
• Dual detachable pull-out 60” lids/work tables with attachable 1/16” above cutting surfaces
• 15 way height adjustability for convenient work table heights
• Flexible colour coded chopping mats
• Heavy duty 4” swivel lockable casters
• Durabond water repellent coating under sink cavity
• Duel set of spring loaded cushioned case handles
• Heavy duty metal drawer handles
• 4 recessed lockable case latches
• 8 heavy duty steel ball case corner caps
Supplier:
Stephenson Custom Case Company
39 Dejong Drive, Mississauga, ON L5M1B9
www.stephensoncustomcase.com
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Stone soup
The Story:
Three monks, hungry and tired, pass through a village. Embittered and suspicious, the village
people hide their food and close their windows tight. That is, until the clever monks suggest
making a soup from stones. Intrigued by the idea, one-by-one everyone brings what they have
until-together, they have made the most delicious feast! This is an inspiring story about the
strength people possess when they work together. (adapted from Amazon.com)

Through the magic of story telling, students will love learning about the importance of
community when growing, sharing and eating food...
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Let’s focus on your class as a community…
• What are some of the ways in which you’ve work together to get tasks done?
• Has there been a time when your community helped each other?
• What skills and resources do you have collectively as a community?
This Stone Soup workshop is a great way to bring the classroom
community together to share stories about healthy
foods, play a part in making something really tasty and
then share in the final product!
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Stone Soup Workshop Tips:
✓Make enough soup so that students can take a small sample
home to friends and family to share (also great for holidays!)
✓We like to use a hot glue gun to attach a stone (available at the
dollar store… or, on the ground outside) to the top of a 125mL
mason jar. Students adore picking out the stone that most
appeals to them.
✓Create a small card with your stone soup recipe of choice and let
students decorate it to make it personalized. This can also be
attached to the take home jar with some ribbon or string.
✓Make your stone soup a pot-luck! Ask students to bring in one
ingredient to add to your pot of stone soup just like in the story!
This takes a little coordination to make sure you end up a taste
range of vegetables.
Running Circle Game:

Story Telling:

Sitting in a circle, allocate a soup ingredient to each student.
Make sure there’s >1 of each kind (e.g. 2 onions, 3 carrots…)

Use the covers of diﬀerent
food and garden-related
story books to prompt
creative story-telling.

Recount a story about “the best soup you ever made”, being
sure to mention all the ingredients often, starting from the
beginning (e.g. making a list, grocery shopping, unpacking...)
Every time the students hear their ingredient in the story,
they have to jump up and run around the circle back to their
spot.
Alternatively, if you have a parachute, students can run
under it and swap spots with someone else every time they
hear their ingredient in the story.

Sitting in a circle, have
students pass around the
book cover with each
person adding a sentence
or short paragraph to the
story and see where it
goes!

Lesson Adaption (Tried and True):
When pared up with a literacy-focused summer camp, we re-imagined
our Stone Soup workshop and morphed it into Manga Minestrone!
Manga is a Japanese-style of story telling found in comics and graphic
novels. Students created a minestrone soup recipe using entirely
picture-based instructions and followed the traditional manga layout:
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Basic Fridge pickles
The less risky cousin of canned pickles, fridge pickles oﬀer a wonderful
introduction to the world of canning, without as many of the strict rules
and regulations of actually canning. Note: your fridge pickles won’t last
though, so keep jars small to avoid waste.
You’ll Need (per student):

Directions:

1 small jar, we use 125mL canning jars

1. To make the brine, combine vinegar, water, sugar and
salt in a large pot and bring to the boil before
simmering for 10mins. Brine can be made ahead of
time to allow for cooling before students get involved.

1 small cucumber, or ⅓ of a large one
1 small clove of garlic
1 tsp fresh dill
½ tsp mustard seeds

2. Jars need to be perfectly clean. Any dishwasher should
be hot enough to achieve this.

Enough brine to cover

3. Have students thinly slice their own cucumber and
clove of garlic.

Brine Ratio (adjust for your numbers):

4. Add the mustard seeds and dill to the bottom of the jar
and top with the sliced cucumber and garlic.

1 cup vinegar (white will do)
1 cup water
¼ cup sugar
1 tablespoon kosher salt

5. Pour the pre-made brine over the cucumbers to cover.
6. Store in the fridge for at least four days before eating.
7. Once opened, eat within a couple of weeks.

Some Foods That Love Pickles!
✓Grilled Cheese ✓Egg Salad
✓Burgers
✓Cheese & Crackers
✓Potato Salad ✓Sandwiches
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grains on the brain

Resources like these books are a great way to start any Grains on
the Brain workshop and inspire discussions about grains from
diﬀerent parts of the world. There are loads of activities that can
come from books like these...
Mapping Activity
Make photocopies of the diﬀerent characters in the book for a mapping activity. It helps to
physically place them on a large classroom map so the student can visualize where they are
(and where your class is too!)
Another neat idea is to map where these grains are available to buy on a map of Toronto (or
whatever town or city your school is in).
That’s a Wrap!
Grains are good for holding meals together, providing a soft bed for other tasty ingredients
and wrapping delicious things up into a parcel...
Ask students to talk about some of the diﬀerent types of wraps or flat breads they like to eat at
home and do some research as a class about the type of grain/s needed to make it.
Mark the origin of the grains on the map (see above).
Celebrate diﬀerent cuisines by trying some diﬀerent wraps in class. Students will love
choosing what tower garden greens and herbs to put on or in it!
Here are some examples of diﬀerent types of wraps/flat breads and the grains needed to
make them: Corn tortillas, teﬀ injera, wheat roti, cornmeal arepa, wheat chapati, rice paper
(fresh or spring rolls), rye knäckebröd, wheat lavash, wheat, barley, spelt, rye or oat matzo…
Endless tasty options!
Grain Match-Up
Store diﬀerent types of grains in clear, unlabeled jars or containers, making sure there’s
enough containers for each student and that there are at least two of each kind (e.g. two corn,
two oats, two couscous etc). On your count, let students use their detective skills to try and
find their match.
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Rice paper rolls
These rice paper rolls are so quick, easy and tasty your students won’t believe
how healthy they are! This recipe makes 8 rolls, but you’ll probably want at least
one roll per student.

The “Base”:
50g rice vermicelli noodles
8 rice “paper” wrappers
Choose Your Protein:
• ½ brick of tofu
• 8 shrimp, de-shelled
• 8 strips beef
• 4 egg omelette, in strips
• 1 cup shredded chicken
Choose Your Salads:
• 4 large leaves lettuce
• 1 cup mixed greens
• ½ red pepper
• 2 green onions
• 1 cup sprouts
Choose Your Herbs:
• ½ cup fresh mint
• ½ cup cilantro
• ½ cup thai basil
• ¼ cup chives
The Dipping Sauces:
4 tsp fish sauce (omit for
vegetarians)
¼ cup water
2 Tb fresh lime juice
1 clove garlic, minced
2 Tb sugar or honey
3 Tb hoisin sauce
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How To Do It:
1. Bring a medium saucepan
of water to boil. Boil rice
vermicelli 3 to 5 minutes, or
until al dente, and drain.
2. Have all of your other ingredients, washed and
chopped and ready to go.
3. Fill a large bowl with warm (not hot) water. Dip one
wrapper into the water for a few seconds to soften.
4. Lay wrapper flat on a plate. In a row across the
center, place the cooked noodles with your
toppings of choice, leaving about 2 inches
uncovered on each side.
5. Roll the wrapper around your ingredients like you
would a burrito. You can leave one end open, or
choose to close it up completely.
6. In a small bowl, mix the fish sauce (if using), water,
lime juice, garlic, sugar and chili sauce.
7. Pour the hoi sin sauce into a separate bowl.
8. Dip your fresh rolls into one or both of the sauces
and enjoy!
Adapted allrecipes.com

glorious garlic
While you can’t grow garlic in your tower, you can grow it outside (Oct-Nov is the time to
plant)! Garlic is the perfect addition to most savoury dishes and will become a mobile kitchen
cart staple in no time.

Planting Garlic

Planting Garlic:
Garlic Bulb or
Head
Garlic Clove

Roasting Garlic

Garlic Math

What: Choose healthy, disease-free cloves for planting.
When: Plant your garlic cloves in the fall. This allows the
garlic to establish roots before the ground freezes in the
winter.
Where: Garlic likes rich, well-draining soil. You can add
some compost to your soil for extra nutrients!
How: Pull apart your cloves. Plant them 2-3 inches deep,
and 4-6 inches apart. Make sure your root end is facing
down. Cover with soil and a layer of straw, leaves or
mulch.

Root End

Harvesting: Cut the garlic “scapes” (curly greens) in the
spring and harvest the full bulb in the summer.
Adapted From: www.yougrowgirl.com

Roasting Garlic:
Try this method of roasting the whole bulb,
it’s easy and creates a really fun squeezing
opportunity when it’s done!
Pre-heat your oven to 400F. Peel away the
outer layers of the garlic bulb skin, leaving
the skins of the individual cloves intact.

Garlic Math:
Garlic provides so many opportunities for
math activities in the classroom or garden!
• How many garlic cloves in a bulb? Perform
an experiment to find an average number.

Using a knife, slice 1 cm oﬀ the top of cloves, • If you plant 5 bulbs, how many garlic plants
will you get?
exposing the individual cloves of garlic.
• If all of those cloves become bulbs, how
Bake in the over for 30 mins, or until the
many garlic plants could you have the
garlic is browned on the outside and
next year?
squishy on the inside.
You get the picture...
When cooled, squeeeeeze the garlic out!
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Signature salads
What You’ll Need:
! Salad Ingredients: You could consider using only produce grown

in your tower, or a broad range of vegetables, fruits grains, dairy
and/or alternatives and meat and/or meat alternatives that are
fresh, canned, preserved, dried or frozen.
! Salad Dressing Ingredients: Oils (olive, sesame, saﬄower),

vinegars (white, apple cider, balsamic), citrus, sweeteners (honey
or maple syrup), salty ingredients (salt, soy sauce), pepper, spices
and fresh tower garden herbs.
! Kitchen Utensils: Cutting boards, knives, colanders, peelers,

graters, salad spinner, bowls, plates, cutlery, jars for shaking
dressing, etc.
! Chart paper or chalk board to record “criteria” for salads

Method:
1. Lay out the ingredients, utensils and salad dressing ingredients on separate tables. This
will help reduce over-crowding later.
2. You can have the ingredients pre-prepped for younger students (e.g. washed and
chopped) but we always try and do as little pre-prep as possible so students know about
the whole food preparation process.
3. You may need to individually name each ingredient so that students know what they
are, and if it requires cooking or not. Highlight any local produce.
4. Set the challenge guidelines agreed on by the group (see the next page).
5. Make a panel of judges (e.g. Your TPH Nurse, Student Nutrition rep, principal, fellow
student or teacher) and have students plate up small portions of their salad with dressing
for the taste test. Students should describe in detail what their salad contains, how they
adhered to the criteria, how it was prepared and why they chose to do it that way.
6. Ask judges for positive and encouraging feedback on the criteria points selected by the
class. We usually elect a “winner” for many categories: appearance, adherence to criteria,
imagination, dressing, and overall “wow” factor (so there are many honorable mentions).
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7. Review the waste, or organics bin after the workshop.
While composting is great, there are many ways in which
we can reduce our waste when cooking. For example, citrus
rinds are great for flavouring dishes or making tea, carrots
don’t need to be peeled, just scrubbed well, etc.

Example
Guidelines:

8. Don’t get stuck with all the dishes! Allow enough time at
the end for a group clean-up, a useful skill at any age!

• Students can work in
groups (we suggest no
more than 4).

Adaptations:

• Must contain at least 1
Tower-grown produce
item.

• Must contain vegetables
Plant Part Salads
and/or fruits, a whole
Select a wide range of diﬀerent plant parts for
grain product and a high
your salad ingredients, or allocate a diﬀerent plant part to each
protein food (meat, meat
group. Here are some examples:
alternative or dairy
• Roots: beets, carrots, potatoes, radishes, etc.
product).
Shoots:
asparagus,
celery,
etc.
•
• Must be prepared and/or
• Leaves: lettuce, radicchio, arugula, spinach, kale, etc.
cooked in the time
• Seeds: sesame, pumpkin, sunflower, legumes, etc.
permitted.
• Fruits: tomatoes, grapes, peppers, squash, apples, pears, etc.
• Groups must use at least
Leaning Towers of Salad!
three diﬀerent food
Students have really wowed us in the past with their
“processing” methods
commitment to presentation.
(e.g. chopping, grating,
Applying what they’d learned in class about solid structures, as and crumbling) to
well as elements of artistic composition, Grade 7 students
provide diﬀerent
created amazingly tall, delicious salad masterpieces - real life
textures in their salads.
Jenga!
• The dressing should have
elements of sweet, salty
Food and Media
and sour/tart to be well
Look at various advertisements of salads: Are they healthy?
balanced on the palate.
Do they have foods from each of the food groups?
Taste as you go and
Who do you think they’re targeted at (e.g. teenager, parents)?
modify accordingly.
Try allocating a different target audience to each group and
have them explain how they made their salad with the target
in mind.

• It must look and taste
great!
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Beyond the classroom
Smoothies to the Rescue!
Don’t let this cold and flu season get you or your students down. Keep everyone
healthy by starting a regular smoothie stand using your kitchen cart as the major
attraction!
Refer to the Good Food Machine - Workshops for your Tower Garden guide for more
info on how to make super green smoothies with your students. Keep costs down
(and nutrients up) by using fresh produce directly from your tower garden!

#SaladSelfies
Set up a social media challenge to get students involved in making,
displaying and eating tower garden salads and greens. Ask students to take
“selfies” with their salads or with their mouths stuﬀed full of greens and post
them to a private FaceBook group, or print and post on a bulletin board at
school.
Extra fun! Download the app, “PictoBoldo” ($2.79, from iTunes) to do as
Giuseppe Arcimboldo (1526-1593) did, and recreate your selfies using only
fruits and vegetables!

Holiday Goodies
Use your kitchen cart to prepare some unique, healthy and delicious treats to
celebrate special holidays or events with your students. Here are some ideas:
✴ Individual Tea Blends using herbs grown in the tower garden and dried by
tying in bunches and hanging upside down in a clean, dry space with good air
flow. Wrap in muslin cloth and secure with string and a student-designed and
decorated tag.
✴ Festive Green Pesto using fresh herbs, olive oil, garlic (roasted or raw), toasted seeds
such as sunflower (cheaper than pine nuts!), lemon juice, salt and pepper. Combine all
ingredients in a food processor. Perfect for brightening up party platters!
✴ Tabbouleh Salad making the most of all that delicious, fresh parsley, chop it finely, along with
with some mint, cooked whole grain of choice (e.g. bulgur, quinoa), lemon juice, olive oil, salt,
pepper and potentially some tower garden cherry tomatoes!
✴ Bouquet Garni for flavouring hearty soups, stocks and stews. Simply tie together a small bunch
of your tastiest tower garden herbs using dye-free string. Here’s a couple of combinations to try:
‣ Parsley, Thyme and a Bay Leaf
‣ Rosemary, Thyme and Sage
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